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scI-Q  IntroscI-Q  Intro
With Science,  
we understand our world and ourselves.  
Sadly, global test scores show that  
many students lack basic Science.
Positively, Alford Science Quotient  
or scI-Q helps with easy to  
understand, integrated curriculum  
for Teachers of 3rd to 6th Graders.
This book, “scI-Q Intro” includes:
, “Cozy Clozy - Clothes Science”  
for early learners.
. “Airplanes with 4 Forces”  
for Middle Range Learners.
. “Light From Sunshine to Screens”  
is Integrated Science for advanced  
Primary / Elementary School Students.  
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Alford scI-Q   Alford scI-Q   
Integrated SCIENCEIntegrated SCIENCE

“scI-Q Intro” is part of the Alford’s 
Science Quotient (scI-Q) 3rd to 6th 
Grade Integrated Science Curriculum.

Science adds spectrums  Science adds spectrums  
of perspectives to our lives!of perspectives to our lives!
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Science Teachers share with students 
the knowledge to understand how things 
work and why it matters to our modern 
world.  
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Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy

 - From Fibers to Fabrics! - From Fibers to Fabrics!

Cozy Clozy
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The real silkworm is about this size.

 Hi!  
I am ‘Wormie’ the 

silkworm!  Look for me
in the story.

Science of Clothes
-VOOK

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 

What actions turn  What actions turn  
cotton into clothes?cotton into clothes?
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Clothes  
are 

cozy!



Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy

Where do clothes  
come from?

thread 

 cloth  
       

shirt    fibers   
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Clothes are made from cloth!



Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy

Cloth is made from threads!

Look at thread 
up close.  

It is made of 
twisted lines. 

 Do the twist!
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Threads are made from fibers!

Fibers 
are thin 

and long.

Cotton seed and fibers.



Plants, animals and  
people make fibers.

People use
chemicals to  

make fibers too.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Cotton fibers  
grow on plants.

Bugs like the 
boll weevil eat
cotton plants.

It’s so 
soft!

cotton
flower

boll

The real boll weevil is about this size.

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



The first airplanes 
had cotton cloth wings!

What is made from Cotton?

Today, many clothes are made from cotton.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Did you know that money  
is made from the fibers  

of two plants?

Flax makes linen!

cotton 
flax

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Wool and silk fibers
come from animals.

Silk comes from 
what is called 
a worm but 
is actually a 
caterpillar. 

Wool comes 
from sheep.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Yum!  

How do you go from
moth to cloth?

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



This is the moth

that lays the eggs

that hatch into worms, 
that eat the leaves

and make silk cocoons.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Why is silk  
called worm spit?

Silk comes out of the 
worm’s head to make a cocoon. 
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People make 
fibers from chemicals.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



This is how 
to make polyester.

Mix two  
chemicals
together,

add heat and
pull into  

thin threads.

These clothes are made of polyester.

Poly

Ester

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



It is interesting that soda  
pop bottles with this sign

are made from polyester too.

Fair Use Fair Use 
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Why do we wear 
different fabrics?

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



We wear cotton
for comfort,

wool for warmth and silk because
it’s shiny!

We wear polyester because it resists wrinkles.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Over

Under

Actions turn
fibers into cloth!

Threads go over
and under to
weave cloth.

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Here are more ways to make fabrics:

knit loops, criss-cross 
braid

and smash felt.

These actions are used to:  
knit socks, braid shoe laces and make felt jackets.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



ClothCloth 
comescomes

in manyin many
colors!colors!

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Colors and shapes form patterns!

How are different
patterns put on to cloth?

plaid

paisley

polka dots

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



This shirt is tied 
into many parts

and then dye is added

to make tie-dye!

Coooool shirt!

 Tie-Dye

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



 Screen Print

Here is an example.

This screen has patterns that are printed on to cloth.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



 Roller Print

These rollers print long, repeating 
patterns.  This is the most  
common way to add color to cloth.

Here is an example.

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



 Cut and Sew

Pieces of cloth are 
cut into shapes and 
sewn together to  
make clothes.

cut sew

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



Clothes are the results of these actions:

weave,

and sew.

cut

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Fibers make more than just clothes.
They also make things like...

curtains,

couches,

and carpets.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



We all use fabrics when we:

play,

work,

leap,

and sleep.

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Now, to close on clothes. 

First, people
wore animal skins.

Next, people wore
wool and cotton.

Today, we
also wear clothes 

made from chemicals.

Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy



pillowpillow

couchcouch

backbackpackpack

toweltowel

meme

rugrug

Because of this book, I now  
understand how fibers are made  

into the fabrics that I use everyday!

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Word List

Word Definition Page
braid Criss-cross threads together. 20

chemicals Ingredients that mix together to make things 6, 14

cloth Fabric made from woven threads 3, 19

cocoon Hard shell made by silk worms.  It is made of
silk fibers. It’s where the caterpillar turns into a moth.

12

cozy clozy Comfortable clothes 1

fabric Something made from fibers 20

felt Glue and smash threads together 20

fiber Something thin and long that is used to make threads 5

knit Loop threads together 20

pattern Colors and shapes 22

polyester A fiber made by people from chemicals. 15,16

roller print Apply color to cloth using sequential rollers.  This is the most 
common way to add patterns to cloth.

25

screen print Use a screen (similar to a window screen) 
to squeegee color onto cloth.

24

sew Join pieces of cloth together with a needle and thread 26, 27

threads Fibers twisted together into thin and long strands 4, 5

tie-dye Tie cloth into parts and dye to make patterns. 23

weave Move threads over and under each other to make cloth. 19, 27

32
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Try It!

 Look at Labels to see what fabrics are 
made from!  What actions add color?   
How are the fibers turned into fabrics?   

 Cozy Clozy  Cozy Clozy 



Review

From fibers to fabrics, 
it takes many actions to 
make our closets full of 
colorful, comfy clothes.

34Cozy ClozyCozy Clozy

thread thread 

clothcloth       

shirt  shirt      

fibers   
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Cozy Clozy - From Fibers To FabricsCozy Clozy - From Fibers To Fabrics is a short  is a short 
story that shows the following.  Why are fibers story that shows the following.  Why are fibers 
made into things?  How are clothes made and col-made into things?  How are clothes made and col-
ored?  What things are made out of fibers?  Who ored?  What things are made out of fibers?  Who 
uses fabrics?  The brief, fun flowing words com-uses fabrics?  The brief, fun flowing words com-
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AirplanesAirplanes

With airplanes, our feet With airplanes, our feet 
are no longer gravity-glued  are no longer gravity-glued  
onto land.  We earthlings  onto land.  We earthlings  
soar upwards to become soar upwards to become 
sky-lings.sky-lings.

of  AIRPLANES

1

44

22

33

2)  Airplanes2)  Airplanes
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When we fly, the  
forces are with us: 
Forward, Backward,  
Up and Down.
The breaths we take 
give us a clue to the 
secret ingredient  
of flight! - AIR!

Airplanes
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This airplane weighs as much 
as 100 elephants.  How can 
something so heavy get  
off the ground?

1

Intro

Why do airplanes fly?
Airplanes



2

1) Thrust Forward
2) Lift Up
3) Drag Back
4) Gravity Down

Four Forces

It is all about 
four uneven forces.

Gravity

Lift
Thrust

Drag

Airplanes



Engines thrust air backwards. 
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 
There are two types of engines.

3

1) Thrust Forward

Airplanes



4

Prop planes have engines similar to 
cars.  Burning fuel pushes pistons 
that turn propellers. The propeller is 
shaped like a twisted wing.  Turning 
propellers, thrust air backwards.   
Thrust pushes the plane forwards. 

Propellers

Airplanes



5

Jet engines don`t have propellers.   
Inside, fans squish air into chambers.   
Next, fuel burns.  The exhaust pushes  
backwards. This thrusts the plane forwards.

Jet Engines

Air In Squish Air Burn Exhaust

ExhaustThrust

Airplanes
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The shape of the wing, forces air to flow 
faster over the top.  There are two ways to 
think about how wings push or lift the plane 
up.  The faster air from on top flows over 
the wing and then down to push the plane up.

2) Lift Up

Airplanes
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Try This!  Blow over a piece a  
paper.  See how air pressure  
pushes or lifts the paper up.

Another way to see this, is that the 
faster air on top has lower pressure.  
The slower air under the wing is higher 
pressure.  The higher pressure air  
under the wing pushes the plane up. 
This is called lift.

Wings Lift

Airplanes
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An airplane's first name is “air”. 
Air is important to why planes fly. 
We live in a sea of air, atmosphere. 
Earth`s air is 60 miles (100 km) tall.

Air has pressure.  
To recap, differences 
in air pressure from 
above and below the 
wing, push the 
plane up.

Air Pressure

 Airplanes
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Bike riders streamline their shape  
so they go faster through the air.
Air in front of planes also pushes back. 
This slows the plane and is called drag.  
During flight, the engines have to  
push harder to overcome drag. 
Drag is useful to slow the plane  
down when we want to land.

3) Drag Back

Air

Airplanes
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When a plane is flying, slowing  
the plane leads to less lift.   
Gravity then pulls the plane down.

4) Gravity Down

A large object  
pulls on smaller  
objects.  This  
is called gravity.  
Gravity pulls  
apples down  
from trees.  
Gravity also  
keeps us on  
Earth.

 Airplanes
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Uneven Forces

These are the four uneven forces  
of flight.  Let's look at how they  
make a plane  - with the weight  
of a herd of elephants - fly. 

Airplanes
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From the gate, the plane is slowly  
pushed to the runway.   The engine  
power increases. Thrust pushes  
the plane forward faster and faster. 

Taxi

Airplanes
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Air flows fast over the wings. 
Lift, pushes up as gravity pulls down. 
There is a WOW point, where lift up is 
greater than gravity down. Suddenly, the 
plane lifts off the land. The Weight is 
Off the Wheels. WOW!  The plane flies. 

Weight Off Wheels - WOW!

Airplanes
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Take Off

Next, lift continues to push  
the plane up into the air.

Airplanes
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Cruise

There is a point where lift up and  
gravity down are even or balanced.   
The plane stops climbing.  Engine thrust 
continues to push the plane forward. 

Lift up equals gravity down.  Forward 
thrust is more than the drag back.

Airplanes
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Control

During flight, controls  
change the plane's direction. 

Rudder

Elevators

Spoiler

Aileron

Airplanes
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Rudder YAW

Rudder moves the  
plane left or right.

Rudder

Airplanes
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Tail elevators move  
the plane up or down.

Elevator PITCH

Elevators

Airplanes
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Ailerons roll the  
plane from side to side. 

Aileron ROLL

Ailerons

Airplanes
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Pilots combine the three controls  
to change the plane's direction 
smoothly.  This is more comfortable 
for the passengers and crew. 

Pilots call the three control  
directions: Yaw, Pitch and Roll.

Combo Controls

Elevator

PITCH

YAWROLL

Ailerons Rudder

Airplanes
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GPS or Global Positioning System is a ring of  
satellites that tell location on and around the  
earth.  This satellite navigation is called sat-nav.

Navigate

Planes find their 
way the same way 
as smartphone 
map software.  

They use GPS or 
similar systems.  

Airplanes
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Pilots in airplanes  
communicate by radios 
with ground stations 
for permission to land.

Communicate

Airplanes
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Gravity Down
So how do we bring the plane back to land?

Slowing the engines, 
reduces thrust and 
reduces air flowing 
over the wings  
which reduces lift.

Gravity is now stronger than lift.  
Gravity pulls the plane down.

Gravity

Lift

Thrust

Drag

Airplanes
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Spoiler flaps increase drag.  
This reduces the plane's speed too. 

Drag Back

On the ground, Thrust Reversers  
and brakes help slow down the plane.  

spoilers

thrust reverser

Airplanes
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And so our story of flight has  
come full circle, from the land  
to the sky and back to land again.

Steer & Stop

Like a car, steering moves the  
plane right or left on land.  Brakes  
stop the plane at the new airport.

Airplanes
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Forces of Flight

The science of flight is simple. 
     Engines thrust forward.
     Wings lift up.
     Drag slows back. 
     Gravity pulls the plane down.

THRUST
DRAG

LIFT

GRAVITY

Airplanes
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The first ingredient of why planes fly  
is air.  Engines force air backwards to  
push the plane forwards.  Air flows over 
and under wings to lift the plane up.  Air 
resistance drags the plane to slow it down.

Conclusion

Gravity brings the plane, back down to  
earth.  Gravity also holds a circle sphere  
of air around the earth.  Planes fly  
around the world in this atmosphere. 

Now we know why heavy airplanes fly!   
Simply said, flight is the right combo of air 
pressure and thrust, lift, drag and gravity.  

Airplanes



1) In four words,  
    why do airplanes fly?

Here are 8 interesting  
questions about flight.

28

3)THRUST
4) DRAG

1) LIFT

2) GRAVITY

 Airplanes



2) What are three Flight 
Control directions called?

29 Airplanes



3) What are the three  
parts that control the plane?

30

3) Ailerons

1) Rudder

2) Elevators

Airplanes



4) Why do jet airplanes  
have swept wings and  
engines hanging below?

31

Propeller planes have straight wings.  Jet  
engines are so strong they can cause a  
problem called flutter.  Flutter is uncontrolled 
bending up and down of the wing.   This  
can break the plane.  Swept wings and  
engines below the wing, fix this problem. 

Airplanes



5) Why did the first  
commercial jet aircraft 
called "Comets" crash?

32

Metal fatigue caused cracks  
in the fuselage at the corners  
of the square windows.  This 
caused the planes to crash.
Today, planes have round  
windows.

Airplanes



6) How much does a wide 
body commercial aircraft 
weigh?

33

At take off, a fully loaded wide-body airplane 
weigh as much as one hundred elephants. 

x 100

Airplanes



7) Why does the wing`s 
shape change during flight?

34

The wing changes shape to:  
1) Increase lift during take off;
2) Balance forces while cruising;
3) Slow down during landing.

2) Cruise
1) Take off

2.) Cruise

3) Stop

Slats

Flaps

Airplanes
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8) Why do commercial planes  
fly below the speed of sound?

The speed of sound is about 1,234 Kilometers  
per hour (767 miles per hour).  At this speed,  
Drag increases and the airplane is harder to  
control.  Commercial planes are not designed  
to go faster than the speed of sound.  
This picture is a fighter plane going faster  
than the speed of sound.  It is also called  
breaking the sound barrier with a sonic boom! 

Airplanes
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Science of Airplanes
-Why Airplanes Fly! 

Airplane Somehow seeing birds fly, makes sense to  
us.  But what about an airplane that weighs  
as much as an elephant herd?  How can  
heavy planes fly?  See inside this book  
for the science of engine push; wing lift;  
drag back and gravity down.  Moving air  
is the magic ingredient that enables flight.

Alford   Books

Video

 Airplanes 38

This Video is part of the 
Alford scI-Q Science curriculum.



AIRPLANES  VIDEO Script

Airplanes

i-1) Welcome to, Science of Airplanes!
i-2) An Airplane weighs the same as 100 elephants.
i-3) Why do airplanes fly?
i-4) It is all about four uneven forces.
1-1) We start on the ground, at the airport gate.
1-2) After people and luggage are on the plane, the door is closed.
1-3) Next, little cars called tugs, push back the planes from the gates.
1-4) To save weight, Planes do not have reverse gears.
1-5) The engines go faster with the first force.
2-1) ONE, Thrust Forward
2-2) Inside, jet engines, fans squish air.
2-3) Next, the fuel burns.
2-4) The exhaust pushes out the back
2-5) And THRUSTS the plane forward.
2-6) Thrust pushes the plane forward faster and faster.
2-7) Next, two forces push up or pull down against each other.
3-1) TWO, Lift Up
3-2) Air pushes or LIFTS the plane up.
3-3) Here are two ways to think about lift.
3-4) a) Faster air, flows over the wing and then down.  
This pushes the plane up.
3-5) b) Here is another way to see this,  
Faster air on top has lower pressure.
The higher pressure below the more it pushes the plane up.
3-6) Try this! Hold a piece of paper like this. Blow over the top.  
See how air pressure, pushes or lifts the paper up.
3-7) As the plane lifts up, it has to overcome gravity.
4-1) THREE, Gravity Down
4-2) Gravity is larger objects pulling on smaller ones.
4-3) Earth gravity pulls down on the plane
4-4) Gravity is opposite force to Lift.
5-1) There is a point, where lift up is stronger than gravity down.
5-2) It is called WOW or weight Off wheels. The plane takes off.
5-3) The plane leaves the ground with lift! WOW!
5-4) The plane continues to lifts up until ...
6-1) … it Cruises.
6-2) There is a point, where lift up & gravity down are even or balanced.
6-3 )The plane stops climbing up and stays at the same level.
6-4) Engine thrust continues to push the plane forward.
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AIRPLANES  VIDEO Script
7-1) During flight, Controls change the plane's direction.
7-2) Rudder moves the plane left or right.
7-3) Tail elevators move the plane up or down.
7-4) Ailerons roll the plane from side to side.
8) Pilots combine 3 controls to smoothly change the plane's direction.
11-1) Pilots, find their way or navigate the planes with sensors,  
GPS and computers.
12-1) Pilots in airplanes communicate by radios with  
people in ground stations.
12-2) This includes asking for permission to land.
12-3) Hello, can we land?
12-4) Yes, you are cleared to land.
13-1) How do we bring the plane back down to land?
13-2) With help from our good friend, gravity
14-1) Slow the engines, to reduce thrust.
14-2) Less air over the wings, reduces lift.
14-3) Gravity is now stronger than lift.
14-4) Gravity pulls the plane, back down to the ground.
14-5) But we have one More force to talk about.
15-1) FOUR Drag Back
15-2) This force is a bit a drag.
15-3) Air in front pushes or slows the plane back a bit.  
This force is called drag.
15-4) In flight, engines have to push harder because of drag.
15-5) Plane shapes are streamlined to reduce drag during flight.
15-6) When it’s ready to land, the engine slows,
15-7) With less lift, gravity pulls the plane down to the ground
15-8) When, the plane lands,
15-9) Spoiler flaps, increase drag to help slow the plane too.
16-1) Next, Steering moves the plane left or right on land.
16-2) Slow moving engines push the plane forward.
16-3) Brakes stop the plane at the new airport gate.
17-1) So our flight story has come full circle,
17-2 ) from the land to the sky
17-3) and back to land again.
C-1) To close
C-2) May the Forces be with us when we fly.
C-3) Engines Thrust forward.
C-4) Wings Lift up.
C-5) Gravity pulls down.
C-6) Drag pushes back
C-7) Planes fly because of air and 4 forces!
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1) Light

1) Light - Sun to Screens

Science links the lights from 
bright sunshine to connected  
nets of digital screens. 

i-1
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Parts Description             
i)   Intro - Sun
1)   Lamps
2)   Carbon
3)   Electric
4)   Light Writers
5)   Glow Points
6)   Life Lights
7)   Digital Screens
C)   Conclusion

1) Light - Sun to Screens

Table of Contents

1) Lighti-2

Without light,
Eyes see only darkness. 

With Science we understand light
And how to apply it to improve our lives.  

Back CoverBack Cover 



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Light!

1) Light i-3



Our Sun is huge.  Size-wise, 
a million earths would  

fit inside our Sun. 

1) Lighti-4

EarthEarth

SunSun



The Sun is the source  
of most of the life  

giving light on earth. 

1) Light i-5



Deep inside Suns, atoms  
combine. Heat and light  

are given off.

1) Lighti-6

Two Hydrogen atoms become one Helium.



Only half of the earth  
gets sunlight at one time. 

1) Light i-7



People creatively use  
fires and electricity to  
light up the darkness.

1) Lighti-8



Today, light connects  
through time.  We start our  
true story from Sunshine to 
Screens - with night lights.

1) Light i-9



ONE,  Lamps
Ancient people learn to burn 
wood to cook food and bring  
light to night.  But fires take 
 a lot of fuel to make light.

1) Light1-1



Next, small lamps  
burn plant oils with  

wicks to light rooms. 

1) Light 1-2



Later, lamps use whale oil too.   
Whales about go extinct.  

Besides being bad for whales,
Whale oil is expensive and hard to get. 

1) Light1-3



People also use stinky 
candles made from  

land animal fat. 

1) Light 1-4

tallow



One day, people learn how to  
get petroleum oil from the  

ground.   Kerosene is the next  
fuel to keep home lamps lit. 

1) Light1-5

kerosene lampkerosene lamp



People also make  
candles from petroleum oil. 

1) Light 1-6

paraffin



But lamps and candles are  
not very bright. They are not  

practical to light public spaces.

1) Light1-7



TWO,  Carbon

In the 1800`s, Coal fuels  
factory fires that run steam engines.

1) Light 2-1



This guy learns that  
heating coal gives  

off gases that burn.

1) Light

William Murdock

coal

2-2



Coal gas, lights city  
streets.  Lamp Lighters, 
nightly light the lamps.

1) Light 2-3



Making coal gas, also makes  
coal tar.  It is used to make  

new dyes to color our clothes.

1) Light

Coal Tar also makes new dyes to color clothes.

2-4



Later, carbon rocks called lime, are 
heated with burning gas to make bright 

spotlights for theater stages. 

1) Light

Today, the word “limelight” still  
means to be the center of attention.

lime

2-5



Also, bright arcs between  
carbon rods are used in sea  

shore light houses. 
Arc lights call for Batman too.

               Next, carbon threads shine. 
1) Light2-6



THREE,  Electric Light
These guys invent light  

bulbs powered by electricity.  

1) Light

Edison

Swan

3-1



Electricity makes the thin  
carbon filament so hot it glows.  

1) Light3-2

incandescent 
light bulb



Light bulbs and switches   
spread around the world. 

1) Light 3-3



Next, the improved  
fluorescent light  
bulb is invented. 

1) Light3-4



Later, using chip technology,  
cool LED lights are invented.  

1) Light

LED = light emitting devices

3-5



Today, colorful LEDs are  
everywhere. Here are examples. 

1) Light3-6



But we are getting ahead of  
ourselves.  Now, let’s get back  

to our story and draw with light.  

1) Light 3-7



FOUR,  Light Writer  
  This guy sees how silver  
briefly captures light to  

makes fuzzy pictures.  He  
calls them shadowgrams.  

1) Light

Thomas Wedgewood shadowgram

In light, shadowgram pictures  
quickly ruin or fade away.  

4-1

1790`s



In the 1830`s, these 
guys discover how to 

keep the pictures called 
photographs from fading.

1) Light

William Talbot

Louis Daguerre

4-2



1) Light

Pictures are fixed onto  
glass and paper with chemicals 
called developers and fixers.

a  Camera Obscura
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
 Bromide Boxes
d  Mercury Cabinet

e  Plate Holders
f  Boxes for Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h  Washing Dish

4-3



1) Light

Black and White  
cameras with silver film, 

capture the scenes we see 
- one picture at a time.

4-4



People with box size  
cameras go crazy taking  

pictures around the world.

1) Light4-5

Daguerreotypomanie



Next, this guy makes rolls  
of film out of an early plastic 

(cellulose acetate).  He  
makes cameras easier to use.

1) Light

Kodak 
BrownieEastmanEastman

People take personal pictures.  
Scientist take pictures to 

answer questions about our world.  

4-6



At this time, film has to be  
developed. The photos are printed 

onto paper to see the pictures.

1) Light4-7



Later, Digital sensors and  
chips capture light and  

turn it into digital pictures.

1) Light 4-8



Video is just taking  
over 20 pictures a second.

1) Light

Today, light enables us to watch movies.

4-9



FIVE,  TV Glow Points

TV`s show movies that are  
made by millions of glowing  
light points called pixels. 

1) Light 5-1



Each tiny pixel is made  
of 3 separate R G B  

(Red, Green and Blue) points. 

1) Light5-2



In old CRT TVs, streams  
of electrons, controlled 
by magnets scan across  

the back of the TV screen  
to make RGB pixels glow. 

1) Light 5-3

CRT = Cathode Ray Tube



In LCD TVs, different  
amounts of white LED  

backlight flow to each pixel. 
This makes the quickly  

changing colors on the screen. 

1) Light

screen

5-4

LCD = Liquid Crystal Display



In OLED TVs, each  
point, glows by itself. 

1) Light 5-5

OLED = Organic light-emitting diode



Wow!  Computer chips control how  
much electricity goes to each RGB  

glow point.  This varies from 0  
for Black to 255 for Bright R, G or B.  

Each picture we see is actually 
blended colorful points.  

1) Light

(R,G,B)

5-6

The TV picture, changes or  
refreshes over 100 times per second.



Next, life glows.

1) Light 5-7



SIX,  Life Lights 

Some life can make its own light. 

1) Light

bioluminescence = Life that makes Light!

6-1



Life that makes light is called  
biolumes.  Inside special photocyte 

cells, two cool chemicals mix  
together.  Like in LEDs,  electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy  

orbits.  Glow Sticks work the same way.

1) Light

Osamu Shimomura

6-2



Some plants like these  
mushrooms glow in the dark.  

1) Light

Mycena Lampadis

6-3



Fire Flies make  
light to find love.

1) Light 6-4



1) Light

Glow Worms make light  
to find food or more accurately,  

to bring bugs to them.

6-5



Dark seas are full of life  
that make their own light.

1) Light 6-6



This includes waves  
of glowing algae. 

1) Light6-7



Light helps some  
life just stay alive.    

Light sends the message,  
Don`t eat me, 

I will make you sick!

1) Light 6-8



People use light too. 

1) Light6-9



SEVEN,  Digital Screens 

Digital Screens with millions  
of light points enable people  

and machines to interact.

1) Light 7-1



Smart TV Screens 
entertain us.  We also get wide-
screen access to the Internet  

and the world-wide web.  

1) Light7-2



With computer screens,  
we see the real-time digital  

content as we create it. 

1) Light 7-3



As a caution on priorities, 
We live in a world where more  
people have smartphones than  
have flushing toilets.  Hmmm.

1) Light7-4



Connected smartphones  
with pocket screens 

help to educate as well 
as entertain us. 

1) Light 7-5



We talk with our On-line 
chat bots and IoT objects  
via tactile touchscreens. 

1) Light7-6



Screen lights are the  
interface between our real  

and computer worlds.  With Tech, 
may we enlighten our lives and  

not lose them in cyber play lands. 

1) Light 7-7



To close, we have  
life because of sunlight. 

1) LightC-1



Next, people use 
carbon fuels* in lamps  
to bring light to night. 

1) Light

* = oils, coal gas, kerosene

C-2



1) Light

People also discover 
chemicals that enable  
light to write pictures.

Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light 
Mercury - Develop imageMercury - Develop image

Hyposulfate - fix picture on paperHyposulfate - fix picture on paper 

Photography

C-3



1) Light

Later, people switch on  
lots of electric light  

bulbs to make nights bright. 

C-4



Next, home TVs with millions of  
light points, paint moving pictures 

that entertain and inform us. 

1) LightC-5



In Nature, some life 
makes its own light too.

1) Light C-6



Wow! From Sunshine 
to Digital Screens, the Light  

of Science enlightens* our lives. 

1) Light

*enlighten = to go from  
unknown to knowledge  

C-7



1) Light

In Galaxies, stars change  
deep Darkness into Light.

Space Light

Stars in vast dark space.

C-8



1) Light

In our Minds, Science  
changes unknowing neural  

numbness into cerebral self-aware  
enlightening knowledge.

Science is Mind Light.

MIND LIGHT

C-9



1 - LIGHT  One Pager

1) Light

i) Suni) Sun 1) Lamp1) Lamp

2) Carbon2) Carbon 3) Electric3) Electric

5) Pixels5) Pixels4) Camera4) Camera

6) Life Light6) Life Light 7) Screens7) Screens

C-10



1 - LIGHT
Sun to Digital Screens  VIDEO!

1) LightC-11

Video

This Video is part of the 
Alford scI-Q Science curriculum.



1) Light C-12

1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links of Light
i-2) Our Sun is huge! A million earths would fit inside our Sun.
i-3) The Sun is the source of most of the life giving light on earth.
i-4) Deep inside Suns, atoms combine. Heat and light are given off.
i-5) Only half of the earth gets sunlight at one time.
i-6) Our light bulbs bring light to dark spaces
i-7) Today, light connects through time  From the Sunshine to  
 our digital Screens.  Let’s start this true story with night lights.
1-1) ONE, Lamps
In the past, people burn wood to cook food and bring light to night.
But fires take lots of fuel.
1-2) Next, Romans use small lamps to burn plant oils to light rooms.
1-3) Later, lamps use whale oil too.
1-4) People also use stinky candles made from animal fat.
1-5) Later, people learn how to get petroleum oil from the ground.  
 Kerosene is the next fuel to light home lamps.
1-6) Candles are also made from oil
1-7) But lamps and candles are not bright enough for public spaces.
2-1) TWO, Carbon   Coal fuels factory fires.
2-2) People learn that heating coal gives off a gas that can be burned for light.
2-3) Coal gas, lights homes, stages, and city streets.
Lamp Lighters have to nightly light the street lamps.
2-4) Making coal gas gives off coal tar.
Its used to make new dyes that color our clothes.
2-5) Later, carbon rocks, called lime are heated to make light in Theaters.
2-6) Also, bright arcs are used in sea shore light houses.  
They prevent ships from crashing into rocks.  Arc lights call for Batman too!
2-7) Next, carbon threads shine.
3-1) THREE, Electric Light
These guys invent light bulbs powered by electricity.
3-2) Electricity makes the thin filament so hot it glows.
3-3) Light bulbs and switches spread around the world.
3-4) Next, improved fluorescent light bulbs are invented.
3-5) Later, Using chip technology, cool LED are invented.
3-6) Today, colorful, electric LEDs are everywhere.
3-7) Now, let’s get back to our story and draw with light.
4-1) FOUR, Light Writer
This guy sees how silver briefly captures light to make fuzzy pictures.
He calls them shadowgrams. They quickly fad away in light.
4-2) These guys use chemicals to keep photographs from fading.
4-3) People with shoebox size cameras go crazy taking pictures around the world.
4-4) Next, this guy makes rolls of film out of silver and celluloid plastic.
He makes cameras easier to use.
4-5) At this time, Film has to be developed.  
Photos are printed onto paper to see the pictures.



1) LightC-13

4-6) Later, Digital sensors a& chips capture light and turn them into digital pictures.
Today, people take selfies and so many pictures that we share worldwide.
4-7) Video is just taking over 20 pictures a second.
Next, more light enables us to watch movies.
5-1) FIVE, TV Glow Points
My digital movies are made by millions of glow points called pixels.
5-2) Each pixel is made of 3 separate R G B points.
5-3) In old CRT TVs, streams of electrons controlled by magnets  
scan across the back of the TV screen to make RGB pixels glow.
5-4) In LCD TVs, different amounts of white LED back-light flow  
through LCDs to make screen pixels glow.
5-5) In OLED TVs, each point glows by itself.
5-6) Wow! Computer chips control how much electricity goes to each  
RGB glow point.  This varies from 0 for Black to 255 for Bright R,G or B.
TV pictures are actually blended color points of RGB light that  
change or refresh over 100  times per second.
5-7) Next, Life glows!    6-1) SIX, Life Lights  Some life can make its own light.
6-2) Biolumes work like this.  In special cells called photo-cytes, two  
cool chemicals and oxygen mix together.  Like in LEDs, electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy orbits. Light is given off.
6-3) Some plants like these mushrooms glow in the dark.
6-4-1) Fire Flies make light to find love.
6-4-2) Glow Worms use light to bring bugs to them for dinner.
6-5-1) Dark Seas are full of creatures that can make their own light too.
6-5-2) This includes waves of glowing algae.
6-6) Light helps some life just stay alive. Light sends the message,  
Don’t eat me or you will get sick.  6-7) People use light too.
7-1) SEVEN, Digital Screens  Millions of light points enable  
digital screens where people and machines interact.
7-2) Smart TV Screens entertain us. We also get wide-screen access to the Internet 
and the worldwide web.
7-3) With computer screens, we see our real-time digital contents as we create them.
7-4) As a caution on priorities,  We live in a world, where more people have smart-
phones than have flushing toilets.  Hmmmm…
7-5) Connected smartphones with pocket screens help to educate as well as entertain us.
7-6) We also talk with On-line chat bots and our IoT objects via tactile touchscreens.
7-7) Screen lights are our interface between our real and computer worlds.
With Tech, may we enlighten our lives and not lose them in cyber play lands.
C-1) To close, we have life because of sunlight.
C-2) Next, people use carbon fuels in lamps to bring light to the night.
C-3) People also discover chemicals that enable light to write pictures.
C-4) Later, people switch on lots of electric light bulbs to make night bright.
C-5) Next, home TVs with millions of light points, paint moving pictures that enter-
tain and inform us.  C-6) In Nature, some life makes its own light too.
C-7) Wow! From Sunshine to Digital Screens, the Light of Science enlightens our lives!

1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script
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Worldwide, K-6 Students lack basic Worldwide, K-6 Students lack basic 
Science.  Alford Science Quotient  Science.  Alford Science Quotient  
or scI-Q helps teachers fix this.or scI-Q helps teachers fix this.
This book introduces scI-Q with This book introduces scI-Q with 
easy to understand, multi-media,  easy to understand, multi-media,  
integrated Science Curriculum.integrated Science Curriculum.
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